achieves its optimal value of unity.
INTRODUCTION
The effort required to approximate an algebraic number should increase with its degree.
In this paper we prove this assertion in a precise sense. We also show that the optimal efficiency where A is the number of arithmetic operations needed to compute W has been studied by Kung and Traub [2] .
denote the values of DiP and Di,jW at (yl,...,yd) respectively.
The symbol x is also used as an indeterminant over I.
NOTATION
We work over either the field of real numbers or the field of complex numbers. If we work over the field of real numbers, we define the integers ~o be the rational integers, for example, I, -2, 3, while if we work over the field of complex numbers, we define the integers to be the Gaussian integers, for example, 1+3i, l-i, 3-2i. Hence the word "integers" in the rest of the paper will refer to either the rational integers or the Gaussian integers depended upon whether the base field is the field of real numbers or the field of complex numbers.
Let I be the integral domain of integers and 
where A(r) is the set of all algebraic numbers of degree r.
STATEMENT OF RESULTS
It follows from the results in Kung [7] that If ~ is an al$ebraic number of degree r a 2, then for any sequence [xi] in G(~) generated by the iteration ~,
where M = M(<0) and p is the order of convergence of
whenever r > 2 and p > 2, (3.3) is a stronger resuit than (3.1). Moreover, (3.2) implies that if we fix p then M a log2r + c for constant c.
This means that to achieve the same order of convergence we have to use more multiplications or divisions, except by constants, in each iteration stage when the degree r of the algebraic number is higher.
Suppose that we only consider sequences [xi] of order of convergence p ~ U for some constant U > 0. (This is the case in practice.) Then
However, Paterson [3] showed that
and c o n j e c t u r e d t h a t ~(r) = 0(r "~) as r ~ ~.
It is still an open problem to find how fast E(r) drops as r ~ ~.
Will E([xi~) or E([xi}) achieve its upper bound of unity? Paterson [3] observed that for any quadratic irrational number ~, there exists
Theorem 2.
L__gt ~ be an algebraic number of de$ree r and ~2 (x)" 
Using the fact that m(¢l) = 0, from (5.1) and (5.2) we get that
0Kiln-2
65n-I-l)(~)~i+I)(~)] = 0.
But by the induction hypothesis,
Hence 2 for i=0,...,n-2,
and hence
The proof by induction is complete. QED Therefore, by assuming r=2 we have obtained r=1. This is a contradiction. Nevertheless, since r is either I or 2, we have thereby shown that r=1. QED [I] [2]
[3]
